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Atomic-scale engineering of magnetic anisotropy
of nanostructures through interfaces and interlines
S. Ouazi1,*,w, S. Vlaic1,*, S. Rusponi1, G. Moulas1, P. Buluschek1, K. Halleux1, S. Bornemann2,
S. Mankovsky2, J. Mina´r2, J.B. Staunton3, H. Ebert2 & H. Brune1
The central goals of nanoscale magnetic materials science are the self-assembly of the
smallest structure exhibiting ferromagnetic hysteresis at room temperature, and the
assembly of these structures into the highest density patterns. The focus has been on che-
mically ordered alloys combining magnetic 3d elements with polarizable 5d elements having
high spin–orbit coupling and thus yielding the desired large magneto-crystalline anisotropy.
The chemical synthesis of nanoparticles of these alloys yields disordered phases requiring
annealing to transform them to the high-anisotropy L10 structure. Despite considerable
efforts, so far only part of the nanoparticles can be transformed without coalescence. Here we
present an alternative approach to homogeneous alloys, namely the creation of nanos-
tructures with atomically sharp bimetallic interfaces and interlines. They exhibit unexpectedly
high magnetization reversal energy with values and directions of the easy magnetization axes
strongly depending on chemistry and texture. We ﬁnd signiﬁcant deviations from the
expected behaviour for commonly used element combinations. Ab-initio calculations repro-
duce these results and unravel their origin.
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A
s feature sizes get smaller, more and more atoms are
located at interfaces. Mostly, these interfaces are two-
dimensional (2D); however, for sub-10 nm structures, a
signiﬁcant fraction of the atoms are located at one-dimensional
(1D) interlines. There is a wealth of fascinating material prop-
erties emerging from inversion symmetry breaking and hybridi-
zation of electronic states at interfaces. Prominent examples
are interface-induced superconductivity1,2, ferroelectricity3, room
temperature multiferroicity4, strongly correlated electron gases at
the interface between two oxides5, topological insulators6, the
Rashba effect7–9, the spin–orbit torque effect10,11, the exchange
bias effect12–14, and magnetic interface anisotropies15–21. We
focus on the latter and investigate model systems grown with
atomic level control, enabling a fundamental understanding of
interface and interline magnetic anisotropies and reveal their
potential in the atomic-scale control and design of future
magnetic materials. Although former works revealed the role of
the atomic coordination number, that is, the magnetic anisotropy
of atoms facing vacuum22,23, we focus here on the role of
coordination chemistry and texture, enabling the optimal
employment of all constituent atoms and the construction of
embedded magnetic nanostructures.
We studied mono- and bilayer islands o1,200 atoms in size
and grown on a Pt(111) surface. Atomically sharp 1D interlines
have been investigated in core–shell structures with Pt- and Co-
cores surrounded by Fe-, Co-, Pt- or Pd shells. Co/Fe interlines
yield an increase of the magnetic hardness by 70% as compared
with pure Co islands, whereas Co/Pt and Co/Pd interlines reduce
it by 60%. A random Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy increases the anisotropy by
less than a single Co/Fe interline. The effect of 2D interfaces on
the magnetic hardness has been investigated by capping the
islands. Capping pure Co islands with a single Pd layer more than
doubles the magnetic hardness. The interline effect is found to be
preserved after capping. Thus, interline and interface anisotropies
can be added up to optimally tune the island blocking
temperature. This is illustrated by an example where the magnetic
hardness is increased by 160%.
Results
Enhancing the island blocking temperature by 1D interlines.
The parameter most relevant for applications in magnetic infor-
mation storage is the magnetic anisotropy energy and the
resulting thermal stability of the magnetization expressed by the
blocking temperature Tb. It is deﬁned by the temperature where
the imaginary part of the zero-ﬁeld susceptibility w00(T) takes on
its maximum and depends on the time scale of the measurement.
Below Tb the magnetization retains its orientation enabling non-
volatile information storage, whereas above it reverses by thermal
excitation giving rise to superparamagnetism. We ﬁrst demon-
strate how sensitive Tb depends on the chemistry of atomically
sharp interlines. Figure 1 shows magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE) measurements for one atomic monolayer (ML) high
Co islands adsorbed on a Pt(111) surface. The islands have
irregular shape (Supplementary Fig. S1) and out-of-plane easy
magnetization axis. They have been surrounded by shells creating
a lateral interline between the Co core and the respective shell
element.
It is seen that minute amounts of Fe steeply increase Tb,
whereas a Pt shell strongly reduces it. The increase for Fe is
undoubtedly caused by the Co/Fe interline as the curve takes on a
smaller slope from a shell coverage of Ys, Fe¼ 0.07ML on, where
the Fe rim is on average two atoms wide. At that point Tb has
increased by 55% compared with pure Co islands of the same size
shown for comparison, at Ys, Fe¼ 0.15ML the increase is 70%.
The strong reduction caused by the Co/Pt interline is unexpected
in view of the large magneto-crystalline out-of-plane anisotropy
emerging from a close-packed interface between the two ele-
ments24. Therefore, interlines and interfaces between the same
elements cause quite different anisotropy.
The blocking temperatures are linked to activation energies E
for thermal magnetization reversal by E¼ kBTb lnðn0/f Þ with f the
sweep frequency of the ﬁeld and n0 the pre-exponential factor that
we set to a typical value of n0¼ 2 1010Hz25,26. As pure Co and
Fe have very similar anisotropy on Pt(111) (see Fig. 4 below and
Moulas et al.27), we attribute the Fe shell-induced Tb increase
solely to the Co/Fe interline and ﬁnd Eil, Co Fe¼ 0.61±0.10meV
per atomic length of the interline, which we will call per atom
in what follows. For the Co/Pt interline we determine
Eil, Co Pt¼  0.44±0.10meV/atom under the assumption of
homogeneous decoration of the Co-cores for Ys¼ 0.07ML.
The relationship of these energies with the magnetic anisotropy
K depends on the magnetization reversal mechanism. For
coherent rotation of all magnetic moments E¼K (ref. 25),
while for domain wall nucleation and propagation this
relationship depends on the island shape, for example, for
elongated nanostructures it is E / ﬃﬃﬃﬃKp (ref. 28). K is the sum of
the magneto-crystalline anisotropy of the island Kmc, of the one
induced in the substrate Kmc, Pt, and of the shape anisotropy Ks.
We performed fully relativistic ab-initio calculations of all three
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Figure 1 | Chemical difference of interline anisotropy. Blocking
temperature Tb of Co-core islands as a function of the shell coverage Ys
and element, Fe (red), Co (blue) and Pt (green). Lines are guides to the eye
and error bars reﬂect the uncertainty of the w00(T) peak position. For
simplicity, we drew the islands circular, the real ones are more irregular, as
shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. The arrows represent the direction and
magnitude of the magnetic anisotropy emerging from the respective
interlines. Growth of Co-cores: coverage Yc¼0.12ML for Fe shells and
0.18ML for Pt shells, 1ML is deﬁned as one atom per Pt(111) substrate
atom, deposition ﬂux FCo¼0.18±0.01MLmin 1, deposition temperature
Tdep¼ 150K, annealing temperature Tann¼ 250K; growth of shells:
Tdep¼ 250K, FFe¼0.12±0.01MLmin 1, FPt¼0.009±0.001MLmin 1.
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quantities and ﬁnd that the latter two contributions are
comparatively small and of opposite sign, almost compensating
each other. We therefore concentrate our discussion of the origin
of the strong, and for Pt shells unexpected sign of the interline-
induced magnetic hardness on the theoretical Kmc results.
Strain and electronic structure may both contribute to Kmc.
Concerning strain, our STM results show the absence of partial
dislocations revealing that the majority of the Fe and Co atoms
are pseudomorphic to the substrate despite the large lattice misﬁt
of  10.3 % for Fe and  9.4 % for Co. For Fe this is expected as
it grows pseudomorphic on Pt(111) up to completion of the ﬁrst
monolayer29. For Co, the appearance of dislocations depends on
size27,30. The present islands with irregular shape stay pseudo-
morphic up to 1,000 atoms. Following these observations, the
lateral atomic positions were chosen to be pseudomorphic in the
calculations. We are well aware that this is a simpliﬁcation
as the stress is expected to be partly relieved at the island edges31.
The interlayer distance has been ﬁxed to the Pt(111) value
as this enables to approach the experimental island size with
an affordable computational effort. We show for smaller islands
in Supplementary Fig. S2 that vertical relaxation changes the
absolute numbers but not the general trend that we aim to
understand.
Figure 2 presents atomic shell-resolved Kmc values for
hexagonal core–shell islands with 271 atoms on Pt(111).
Figure 2a focuses on the effect of the shell chemistry, whereas
Figs 2b,c address the effect of the shell width for Fe and Pt,
respectively. Figure 2a shows that Kmc has an almost constant and
small value from the centre up to two atoms before the interline,
from where on a dramatic chemical difference becomes evident.
For Fe, Kmc reaches 0.6meV/atom for both atomic rows of the
shell. For pure Co, the maximum anisotropy is obtained for edge
atoms only, in agreement with Rusponi et al.23. By going towards
the centre by one atom, Kmc jumps to negative values, then back
to large positive values for the next two rows until it enters the
constant regime. For Pt, both shell atoms have almost no
anisotropy and the anisotropy of Co atoms interfacing Pt
evaluates to  0.7meV/atom. All values are without the
contribution of the Pt substrate, including it produces a
constant upward shift by about 0.17meV/atom for all curves.
For Fe a shell width of two atoms is required for the
appearance of the interline anisotropy, as seen in Fig. 2b, whereas
for Pt the interline anisotropy is already present for a one atom-
wide shell (Fig. 2c). A monatomic Fe shell reduces the anisotropy
of the two outermost Co rows to negative values, also the Fe shell
atoms themselves have negative anisotropy. In contrast, a
diatomic Fe shell gives rise to large positive anisotropy for both
shell atoms and the Co atom at the interface. The Kmc proﬁle of
an island with triatomic Fe-shell resembles the diatomic one, it is
shifted by one atom towards the island centre and the outermost
Fe atom has a reduced anisotropy. In contrast, Pt decoration
induces a negative anisotropy in the interfacing Co atoms
independent of shell width; however, with the strongest effect for
a single-atom shell and weaker effect for thicker shells. Summing
Kmc over all constituent atoms, and including the contribution of
the Pt substrate, we get a total Kmc¼ 108meV for a two atom-
wide Fe-shell Co-core island, which is 48% larger than the value
of 73meV obtained for a pure Co island of the same size and
shape. This increase is almost identical with the experimental one
in Tb. Finally, we ﬁnd Kmc¼ 17meV for a di-, and  18meV for
a monatomic Pt-shell Co-core island.
To establish a close comparison with experiment, we
transferred the shell-resolved ab-initio Kmc values to the
experimental island sizes and shapes. For this, we simulated the
atomic morphology of the islands by means of kinetic Monte–
Carlo32 with parameters reproducing the experimental island
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Figure 2 | Calculated shell-resolved magneto-crystalline anisotropy
energy for hexagonal islands containing 271 atoms. (a) Atomic Kmc values
averaged over concentric hexagonal atomic shells with label n increasing in
going out from the island centre for Co core Fe- (red), Co- (blue) and Pt
shell (green) islands for a shell width of two atoms. (b,c) Effect of shell
width on Kmc for one atom- (open circles), two atom- (full squares) and
three atom-(open triangles) wide Fe (b) and Pt (c) shells, respectively
(island diameter 4.71 nm).
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densities and shapes for all three elements (Supplementary Fig.
S1, and Supplementary Methods). The simulations yield the
abundance of atoms as a function of their coordination chemistry.
Adding up the calculated magnetic anisotropies over all
constituent atoms produces the theoretical anisotropies per
island shown in Fig. 3 as function of shell thickness. For a Co-
core Fe-shell island, Kmc(Ys) shows an initial small dip followed
by a steep increase up to a shell coverage of 0.07ML, where the
slope signiﬁcantly decreases. For a Co-core Pt-shell island the
calculated anisotropy energy strongly decreases with increasing Pt
coverage, and the pure Co islands show a linear curve located
between the ones for Fe and Pt shells.
The calculated Kmc—and the measured Tb—curves of Fig. 1
compare very well for each core–shell combination, showing that
the shell chemistry effect is astonishingly well reproduced. We
chose to present Kmc values and not calculated Tb values as this
would require assumptions on the reversal mechanism. To get
nevertheless a feeling for absolute numbers, we calculate Tb for
one example, namely a Co core 0.07ML Fe-shell island, and
under the assumption of coherent magnetization reversal. The
resulting Tb¼ 148K is surprisingly close to the experimental
value of 170K. As seen from Supplementary Fig. S2, vertical
relaxations enhance Kmc of the Co/Fe interline and thus approach
experiment and theory even further.
There are a few differences between experiment and theory on
which we would like to comment. The small local minimum of
the calculated Fe-shell curve at 0.015ML is absent in experiment.
We attribute this discrepancy to the fact that the calculations have
been performed for straight steps, while the experimental islands
have rough steps implying atoms with a large variation of
coordination number with different Kmc values. The linear
increase of Kmc for the pure Co islands is removed by vertical
relaxation, see Supplementary Fig. S2. The negative Kmc values
found for large Pt shells are at odd with experiment. This
difference is partly removed by taking substrate-induced
and shape anisotropy into account (Kmc, Pt¼ 0.17±0.01 and
Ks, Co¼  0.12±0.01meV/atom in the island centre). These
differences in details cannot mask the overall success of theory
reproducing the interline chemistry and the fact that two atom-
wide shells are needed for the Fe/Co interline magnetic hardness
to fully develop.
Homogeneous alloy versus 1D interlines. We now compare the
anisotropy of sharp Co/Fe interlines with one of the nanos-
tructures made of alloys of the two elements. This way, we
determine whether homogeneous alloys or onion-like alternations
of elements are giving higher magnetic hardness. A meaningful
comparison requires alloy composition-independent atomic-scale
morphology, that is, the FexCo1 x island areas, and due to the
strong effect of atomic coordination22,23 also their perimeter
lengths and shapes, have to be identical for 0rxr1.
Co-deposition of both elements results in strongly composition-
dependent island densities and shapes due to the different
diffusion barriers of both elements. Therefore, we nucleated the
FexCo1 x alloy at Pt cores. The insert in Fig. 4a shows that the
alloy shell areas As and their outer perimeters Ps are in fact
composition-independent within the statistical errors. The data
points represent the average over 41,000 islands for each
composition using STM images such as Fig. 4b that display
apparent height contrast between Pt core and alloy shell.
The blocking temperature has the shape of an inverted
parabola taking on its maximum at equi-atomic composition,
where Tb doubles with respect to the pure elements (Fig. 4a).
This behaviour is very well described by the dotted curve
displaying Tb¼E(x)/kB ln(v0/f), with n0 and f as above, and with
E(x)¼As[EFexþECo(1 x)þEa(1 4(x 0.5)2)]. This curve has
three ﬁt parameters. The ﬁrst two are the shell averaged
anisotropies of Co and Fe, determined by the left and right Tb
values to ECo¼ 0.17±0.02 and EFe¼ 0.15±0.02meV/atom,
respectively. The third parameter is the additional energy
barrier for thermal magnetization reversal created by the alloy
and given by the maximum of the curve to Ea¼ 0.14±0.02meV/
atom. Our STM data reveal that also the alloy shells are
pseudomorphic with the Pt(111) substrate for all compositions,
that is they have constant strain. Their chemical order is very
likely random because of the growth by co-deposition at room
temperature, impeding thermal rearrangement of the atoms once
they have attached to the islands.
We address the origin of the anisotropy increase in the alloy by
Kmc calculations of FexCo1 x islands. In line with previous
calculations on FexCo1 x monolayers27, we obtain the Kmc
maximum with x¼ 0.75 at higher Fe content than in experiment.
However, vertical relaxation yields with x¼ 0.60, a value
closer to experiment (Supplementary Fig. S2). We ﬁnd
practically identical Kmc(x) curves for alloy islands having as in
experiment an interline to Pt, for pure alloy islands, and
for an alloy monolayer (Supplementary Fig. S3). Hence, the
interline to Pt, as well as the atomic coordination number, do
have a much smaller role in the alloy than in the clean elements
and we can analyse the cause of the anisotropy for the monolayer,
where the continuous band structure is accessible from the
calculations.
We ﬁnd that spin–orbit coupling (SOC) lifts the degeneracy
with respect to the magnetization direction of two bands
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Figure 3 | Calculated magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy for
experimental island sizes and shapes. We have added the shell-resolved
atomic Kmc values from Fig. 2, according to the abundance of
correspondingly coordinated atoms in kinetic Monte–Carlo (KMC)-
simulated experimental core–shell islands. Inset: total anisotropy energy,
including the anisotropy of the magnetic moments induced in the Pt
substrate, calculated for hexagonal core–shell islands as a function of shell
width for Fe-, Co- and Pt shells; the Co core consists of 127 atoms.
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deriving from in-plane orbitals with dxy and dx2  y2 character
(Supplementary Fig. S4). When these spin-split states coincide
with the Fermi level, the energy difference between both
magnetization directions is maximum. As Fe has one d-electron
less than Co, an increasing Fe content in the alloy generates a
downward shift of EF, as clearly visible in Fig. 4c–e. At x¼ 0.75 EF
falls exactly in between the spin-split bands at the G-point,
whereas these bands lie fully below EF for pure Co and fully above
for pure Fe. They are degenerate for in-plane magnetization,
while for out-of-plane magnetization the dxy-derived band is
pulled below and the dx2  y2 states are pushed above EF, see the
magniﬁed view in the inserts in Fig. 4d. This results in a total
energy minimum for out-of-plane magnetization. The anisotropy
variation of the alloy is therefore a topological electronic effect, it
is due to "hot spots" in the band structure. A very similar
effect has been discussed for tetragonally distorted FeCo bulk
alloys34.
Similar, but much more pronounced effects of the
electronic structure are also responsible for the large anisotropy
changes in the core–shell islands, where the corresponding local
density of states is highly sensitive to the chemistry of the
neighbouring atomic species. Note that ‘hot spots’ resulting in
very large Kmc are also found for free-standing layers and for
monolayers adsorbed onto the close-packed surfaces of other
elements (Supplementary Figs S4 and S5 and Supplementary
Discussion).
Figure 4f addresses to which extent alloy and interline effects
can be added and shows Tb(x) for ﬁve atom-wide FexCo1 x shells
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Figure 4 | Interline versus alloy anisotropy. (a) Tb measured for Pt core FexCo1 x-alloy shell islands. The dotted curve is a ﬁt with E(x) described in the
text. Sketches use colour code for the elements as in preceding ﬁgures. Inset: mean shell area As and perimeter length Ps are independent of x. (b) STM
image (150 150 nm) of Pt core Fe0.5Co0.5-shell islands (Pt cores Yc¼0.15ML, FPt¼0.007±0.001MLmin 1, Tdep¼ 250K, Tann¼ 800K; alloy shells:
co-deposition of Ys¼0.20ML at 300K). (c–e) Calculated band structures along the high symmetry direction G K M G of the surface Brillouin zone
for the minority spin 3d-states of a pseudomorphic (c) Co, (d) Fe0.75Co0.25 and (e) Fe monolayer on Pt(111). The colour code represents the intensity of the
Bloch spectral function33 in arbitrary units. (f) Tb(x) measured for Co core FexCo1 x-alloy shell islands. The dashed line shows a ﬁt adding the
experimentally determined Fe/Co interline contribution to the alloy anisotropy (Yc¼0.12ML, Ys¼0.15ML). Vertical error bars in a and f as in Fig. 1,
horizontal ones reﬂect the uncertainty of the ﬂux calibration (Methods).
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placed around Co- instead of Pt cores. The Fe content changes
the Co/Fe interline length and the alloy composition at the same
time. For pure Co shells there is no interline between core and
shell and Tb is low, then it augments mainly due to the alloy
anisotropy increasing with x. Further increase of the Fe
concentration augments the Fe/Co interline length, making the
islands magnetically harder, whereas the composition of the alloy
goes beyond the ideal one. The superposition of both effects leads
to a small increase for large x instead of the Tb drop observed
with Pt cores. The dashed line shows a quantitative analysis
taking the Fe/Co interline value determined above plus an
additional alloy anisotropy of E¼ 0.11±0.02meV/atom at
x¼ 0.50. This value and the ideal composition, compare well
with the additional alloy anisotropy of E¼ 0.14±0.02meV per
atom inferred for the Pt-core alloy–shell islands. This shows that
the alloy anisotropy is independent of core chemistry and that
alloy and interline anisotropy are additive. The fact that the
experimental Tb(x) values are monotonically increasing shows
that a single atomically sharp Fe/Co interline has more anisotropy
than a ﬁve atom-wide shell of a homogeneous FeCo alloy with
ideal composition.
1D interlines versus 2D interfaces. From Fig. 1 it has become
evident that Co/Pt interfaces and interlines have very different
anisotropies. We ﬁnd that this directional and dimensional
dependence of the interface anisotropy is particularly pronounced
for the case of Co and Pd. Figure 5 shows Tb(YPd) for Co-core
islands that are decorated by Pd. One sees that Tb has a minimum
at 0.1ML, from where on it steeply increases up to Tb¼ 220±5K
for YPd¼ 0.53ML. This behaviour is attributed to the strongly
differing saturation coverages for lateral versus vertical decora-
tion. For the chosen deposition temperature, all the Pd atoms
landing on the Pt terrace can diffuse to the Co islands. For
homogeneous decoration they form a one atom-wide seam at
0.03ML. At 0.1ML this seam is on average three atoms wide and
therefore the lateral decoration can be considered as being satu-
rated for the magnetic interline properties. However, at this
coverage, only 12% of the Co is decorated from the top, under the
assumption of statistical growth and that all the Pd landing on Pd
diffuses towards the Co core, as experimentally observed
(Supplementary Fig. S6). We therefore ﬁnd that the Co/Pd
interline reduces the anisotropy, similar to the edge decoration by
Pt in Fig. 1. From the minimum Tb(0.10ML)¼ 65±5K we derive
Eil, CoPd¼  0.42±0.04meV/atom, comparable to the value
measured for Pt. For higher Pd coverage the Co core becomes
progressively and selectively decorated by Pd from the top, see
Supplementary Fig. S6, and we derive an interface-induced
increase of Eif, Co Pd¼ 0.38±0.04 meV/atom. This is in good
agreement with the value of Eif, Co Pd¼ 0.4 meV/atom calculated
for a monolayer sequence of Pd/Co/Pd(111)17 and experimentally
derived from the thickness-dependent anisotropy of Co ﬁlms in
Pd/Co/Pd(111) sandwiches16,35,36. The present results reveal that
a single Pd monolayer sufﬁces for the Co/Pd interface anisotropy
to fully develop. Again, because Pd and Pt have almost identical
lattice constant, we expect strain effects to be small.
Supplementary Figs S6 and S7 show that morphological and
magnetic island coalescence can be excluded.
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Figure 6 | Combination of interline and interface effects approaching
room temperature blocking. (a) Real (w0(T)) and imaginary part (w00(T)) of
the zero-ﬁeld magnetic susceptibility shown as empty and ﬁlled symbols,
respectively.. Black: Co-core Fe-shell islands, red: after capping with 1ML
Pd. The curves have been normalized such that the maximum of w0(T) is
unity, the actual signal decreases by a factor of 1.6 by capping. (b)
Magnetization curve for increasing (black) and decreasing ﬁeld (blue) of
the CoFePd islands showing hysteresis at T¼ 250K. (YCo¼0.07ML,
Tdep¼ 150K, YCo¼0.10ML, Tdep¼ 250K; YFe¼0.09ML, Tdep¼ 250 K;
YPd¼ 1.0ML, Tdep¼ 100K, Tann¼ 250K).
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We demonstrate in Figure 6 that the interline anisotropy
survives upon capping, and thus the orientation and chemistry-
dependent interline and interface magnetic anisotropies can be
added up for three elements in contact with Co, such as to
maximize Tb for a given size. Fig. 6a shows the real and imaginary
parts of the out-of-plane susceptibility of Co-core islands
surrounded by Fe shells without (black) and with (red) a Pd cap
monolayer. The Pd capping, when performed at low deposition
temperature with subsequent annealing, essentially replicates the
morphology of the initial surface before capping. Tb is seen to
increase by Pd capping from 180±5 to 287±7K. Thus,
combining interline and interface anisotropy brings one from
100K for a pure Co island to almost 300K for an island with an
Fe/Co interline and a Co/Pd top interface. The out-of-plane
M(H)-curve shown in Fig. 6b displays magnetic remanence at
250K. Owing to the longer time scale of the M(H) measurement
compared with the one of w(T), one has to go to lower T than Tb
to observe remanence. Supplementary Fig. S8 shows that Pd
capping does not induce magnetic coalescence.
Discussion
Our results are a signiﬁcant step towards atomic-scale materials
science and engineering of magnetic nanostructures using the
magnetic hardness emerging from 2D interfaces between single
atomic layers and 1D interlines involving only a few atom-wide
shells. Most of the element combinations employed in the present
study follow the classical rule, where magnetic 3d elements, such
as Co and Fe, are combined with 4d and 5d elements with
high SOC and magnetic polarizability, such as Pd and Pt
(refs 15,37,38). However, we ﬁnd a number of surprises.
Interfacing two elements with low SOC, namely Fe and Co,
leads to high out-of-plane interline anisotropy such that onion-
type alternations of the two elements with shell thicknesses of ﬁve
atoms or less are giving higher hardness than a homogeneous
alloy. For all elements we ﬁnd an unexpected strong dependence
of the interface anisotropy on crystallographic orientation and
dimension. Co/Pt and Co/Pd 2D interfaces with {111}-orientation
induce strong anisotropy along /111S, whereas 1D interlines
between the same elements with their normal oriented in the
/111S plane strongly reduce this anisotropy. Tentatively, one can
explain this behaviour by the Co/Pt and Co/Pd interlines wanting
the magnetization to point perpendicular to them, as
schematically indicated by the arrows in Figs 1 and 5. The
circular average over the interline around the core gives a
vanishing in-plane, but a reduced out-of-plane anisotropy. Co/Fe
interlines have opposite directional dependence of the induced
anisotropy, that is, they want the magnetization to point
perpendicular to the interline and along /111S, giving the
observed increase of the out-of-plane anisotropy. This difference
between interlines and interfaces emphasizes the importance of
the directional hybridization for the resulting anisotropy and
straightforwardly explains that an arrangement of alternating
atomic Fe and Pt rows39 exhibits quite different magnetic
properties than the alternating close-packed planes of these
elements in the highly anisotropic L10 phase.
Our calculations show that the effects are of electronic origin
and that one needs to consider the spin- and k
-
-resolved electronic
structure in detail to determine in which crystallographic
directions the hot spots at EF are located. This can be very
sensitive to little changes of the lattice constant, explaining why
only speciﬁc lattice distortions give rise to the desired high
anisotropies in CoFe34,40 or CoPt and FePt41,42 alloys. The
interline anisotropies reported here are by an order of magnitude
larger than the ones reported for Co double-layer islands
decorated by Au21. The variation of the magnetic anisotropy
reported for Pt decoration of Co double-layer islands on Au(111)
with increasing Pt coverage is qualitatively similar to the variation
of Tb we see for Pd decoration; however, the amplitudes are again
signiﬁcantly smaller43.
The potential of the present results in the atomic-scale design
of future magnetic recording materials44,45 can be assessed by
comparing our numbers with the highest hardnesses achieved in
FePt colloidal nanoparticles or grains in sputter-deposited FePt
media. In both cases, the particles can only partly be transformed
to the L10 phase without coalescence, giving rise to an effective
magnetic anisotropy signiﬁcantly below the L10 bulk value. For
colloidal particles the highest reported value is Keff¼ 0.30meV/
unit cell42 and for granular media Keff¼ 0.45meV per unit cell46.
These numbers are smaller or comparable to the ones reported in
this paper for the interline and interface anisotropies. Evidently,
the present structures are 2D and thus laterally larger than the 3D
particles and our results have to be transferred to 3D to create the
ultimate bit sizes.
The good agreement of the general trends between experiment
and state-of-the-art theory opens the door for a fundamental
understanding of interface and interline-induced magnetic
anisotropy and encourages ab-initio-aided design of magnetic
nanostructures.
Methods
Synthesis and Characterization. The bi- and tri-metallic nanostructures have
been grown by atomic beam epitaxy under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) in a chamber
with a base pressure of ptotr3 10 11mbar and a pressure during growth of
ptotr8 10 11mbar. The chamber has been designed to perform growth,
MOKE and STM measurements with the sample held at the same position
enabling full control of its temperature (40–1,400 K) throughout any of the
growth and characterization steps30,47. This has been essential as the growth
morphologies have been achieved by kinetic control32, that is, by the careful
choice of deposition and annealing temperatures for each element, and depending
on whether it is used for growing the core, shell or cap layer. These temperatures,
as well as the used coverages and deposition ﬂuxes, are given for each case
in the ﬁgure captions.
Atomically sharp vertical interfaces have been ensured by staying below the
temperatures, where insertion into or exchange with the Pt(111) substrate sets in.
This temperature is lower for the adatoms present during growth than for an
adsorbed island or a thin ﬁlm. As an example, the values for Co/Pt(111) are
Tins, atom¼ 180K (ref. 48) and Tex, monolayer¼ 375K (ref. 49), respectively.
Atomically sharp lateral interlines have been ensured by keeping the annealing and
deposition temperatures below the ones where lateral inter-diffusion sets in. STM
images with chemical contrast enable to control the absence of vertical and lateral
inter-diffusion. However, also the magnetic properties are very sensitive indicators
for such site-exchange processes. They show up by irreversible w(T) curves,
sometimes the magnetic hardness is even increased by passing the reversible
temperature, but as the morphology is then no more controlled on the atomic scale
we chose the upper temperature of the w(T) measurements such that they are fully
reversible, therefore preserving atomically sharp interfaces.
The island cores have been created by nucleation at the temperature
giving the desired island density for the applied ﬂux, adatom diffusion barriers and
attempt frequencies speciﬁc to each element32. Owing to limited-edge diffusion the
islands have fractal shape and subsequent annealing makes them more compact.
For the Pt cores we annealed to high temperature to achieve the 2D
thermodynamic equilibrium island shape bound by straight atomic steps running
along the crystallographic / 110 S directions. Opposite steps are non-equivalent
and their respective length is given by their step-free energies leading to quasi-
hexagons. For the Co cores the annealing temperature is limited to Tann¼ 250K by
the fact that double-layer islands form from 320K on and Co diffusion into Pt sets
in at 375 K (ref. 49). Consequently, the Co cores do not have the thermodynamic
equilibrium shape.
The shell growth requires a sufﬁciently large adatom diffusion path such that all
atoms deposited between the cores can join them; it further requires interlayer
diffusion of atoms landing on the cores down to the substrate, and ﬁnally thermally
activated insertion into the substrate has to be avoided. Therefore, the deposition
temperature for the shell elements is given by the compromise between the ﬁrst two
and the last requirements. We limited the total coverage of cores and shells for the
compact Pt cores to 0.35ML and for the more elongated Co cores to 0.30ML to
have negligible coalescence32. For the alloy shell the Fe and Co ﬂuxes were adjusted
to yield the desired stoichiometry for co-deposition of both elements. For each
element, the ﬂux calibration was done by evaporating on the clean Pt(111) surface
an amount of material roughly equivalent to Y¼ 0.4ML. The exact covered
area has then been estimated by STM. The uncertainty of this number is given
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by tip-convolution effects, which are low for compact growth morphologies and
therefore deposition has been taken out at room temperature. The uncertainty in
the open-shutter time contributes less to the error as the evaporation times have
been with 41min relatively long.
Owing to the large number of low-coordinated atoms, being highly reactive but
at the same time deterministic for the magnetic properties30, the samples are very
sensitive to the residual gas and we detect a change of the magnetic properties in
the most sensitive cases already 1 h after deposition, despite the low base pressure.
Therefore, the MOKE measurements have been performed directly after growth.
For the same reasons a fresh sample had been prepared for each of the Tb
measurements. The MOKE measurements of w(T) have been performed in polar
geometry with an out-of-plane ﬁeld of H¼H0 sin(2pft) with H0¼ 100 Oe,
f¼ 11Hz, and lock-in detection to measure the real and imaginary parts of the
zero-ﬁeld susceptibility, w0(T) and w00(T), respectively. Taking into account the
island size distribution, the islands that give the highest susceptibility signal are the
ones with 1.65 times the average size. The acquisition time for the magnetization
loops shown in Fig. 6b has been 300 s.
Theoretical Calculations. For the spin-polarized, fully relativistic calculations we
have employed our implementation of the Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker Green’s
function method where the electron density is calculated self-consistently within
the local spin density approximation using spherical potentials. Because the
formalism is based on the four-component Dirac equation it gives direct access to
spin–orbit-induced properties such as orbital magnetic moments and the magneto-
crystalline anisotropy energy Kmc. Owing to the higher numerical accuracy we
performed magnetic torque calculations to derive Kmc50,51.
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Supplementary Fig. S1: Atomic-scale morphology of Co-core Fe-shell and of pure
Co islands. (a) STM image (150 nm × 150 nm) of monolayer high Co-core Fe-shell islands on
Pt(111) grown with the parameters given in Fig. 1, shell coverage Θs = 0.035 ML. Insert: STM
image (14 nm × 14 nm) with chemical contrast revealing that the Co/Fe interline is atomically
sharp and that the Co core is entirely surrounded by an Fe shell at Θs = 0.15 ML. (b) Experimental
zero-field susceptibilities for the second and last data points of Co-core Fe-shell islands of Fig. 1.
The reported Tb values are the maxima of the imaginary part χ
′′. (c) Experimental and KMC-
simulated mean island perimeter lengths as a function of the shell coverage for pure Co (left panel)
and Co-core Fe-shell islands (right panel). The inserts show characteristic simulated island shapes
at Θs = 0.04 ML (Co blue, Fe red). Error bars represent the statistical errors on the perimeter
lengths measured by STM for ensembles of more than 500 islands per shell coverage.
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Supplementary Fig. S2: Influence of vertical relaxations. (a) Total magneto-crystalline
anisotropy Kmc per island, including the one of the induced Pt moments, for Co-core Fe-, Co-,
and Pt-shell islands placed at the Pt(111) interlayer distance (identical to inset of Fig. 3). (b)
Same values calculated for a vertical inward relaxation of 10.1 %, corresponding to the equilibrium
distance of a Co monolayer on Pt(111)52, and for reasons of computational costs for a smaller Co
core of 91 atoms vs. 127 atoms in (a). The general trend of the coordination chemistry effect on the
magnetic anisotropy remains preserved upon vertically approaching the islands to the substrate,
while some odds in the comparison with the experiment are removed. We note that the anisotropy
of the core is reduced by the relaxation by more than expected from the size difference, the Co
decoration increases Kmc less than for the unrelaxed case, and also in a non-linear way, bringing
the calculated values closer to the experiment, the Fe decoration with 1 row leads to a stronger
decrease and the one with 2 rows to a stronger increase than in the unrelaxed case, and finally the
Pt decoration leads to more negative values than in the unrelaxed simulations. (c) Kmc of alloy
and alloy/Pt islands at the Pt(111) interlayer distance in comparison with experimental alloy shell
anisotropies. (d) as (c) but with vertical 10.1 % inward relaxation and again for smaller sizes. The
alloy composition maximizing the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) is shifted by the vertical
relaxation to smaller Fe content thereby approaching experiment. There is a difference between
the islands with and without alloy/Pt interline in the relaxed calculations, however, the differences
remain small thus justifying the assumption that this interline does not mask the composition
effect of the alloy. Error bars for the experimental points in (c-d) have been defined in Fig. 4.
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Supplementary Fig. S3: Pt-FeCo-alloy interline effect. Calculated Kmc per FexCo1−x per
atom vs composition x for hexagonal alloy islands on Pt(111), once half Pt and half alloy (open
triangles) and once pure alloy (open squares) in comparison with the full alloy monolayer (open
circles). For the alloy we applied the well-known coherent potential approximation (CPA) assuming
random atomic arrangement53. The color code in the island sketches is as in the main paper, namely
Pt green, alloy purple. All three curves exhibit the characteristic bell shape with a maximum
located at x = 0.75 for the alloy monolayer, and at 0.80, respectively, 0.85 for both island types.
These values are significantly lower, and therefore closer to experiment, when including vertical
relaxations in the calculations, as outlined in Supplementary Fig. S2. Most importantly, we find
that the Pt/FexCo1−x interline has no effect over a wide concentration range of 0.40 ≤ x ≤ 0.80,
where the calculations for both island types lie on-top of each other. Therefore the bell shaped
curve observed in experiment for Tb(x) in Fig. 4a is an intrinsic property of the alloy and not
the consequence of a compositional dependent interaction with the Pt-core edge. Once the alloy
composition approaches either of the pure elements, the calculations reveal that the interline with
Pt has an effect, as expected from our results on Pt/Co and Pt/Fe interlines. We note that the
calculated anisotropies in the Fe0.75Co0.25 alloy islands show almost no spatial variation, i.e., the
alloy monolayer like atoms located in the island center show the same high Kmc values per atom
as the low coordinated edge atoms. This behavior is very different from the pure or decorated Co
islands where the low coordinated edge atoms show much larger Kmc values than the inner ones,
see Fig. 2. Therefore coordination effects on the anisotropy are small in the alloy and large in the
pure elements.
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Supplementary Fig. S4: Hot spots in the band structure inducing magneto-crystalline
anisotropy. Band structures for the minority spin 3d-states of free-standing monolayers of (a) Co
and of (b) Fe0.75Co0.25. For Co, states at EF and close to K¯ hybridize for out-of-plane and split
for in-plane magnetization (red circles), while for Fe0.75Co0.25 this happens for states at Γ¯, and the
splitting takes place for out-of-plane magnetization (insets). This splitting lowers the energy and is
the main source of the MAE. For a Co monolayer the states located in these ”hot spots” have 3dxz
and 3dz2 character. The bands of the free-standing alloy monolayer are less sharp in energy due to
lifetime effects. Band broadening is also observed for the surface supported monolayers due to the
hybridization with the Pt atoms, as becomes evident from comparison of (a) with Fig. 4c for Co,
and of (b) with Fig. 4d for Fe75Co25. The layers have been expanded to match the in-plane lattice
constant of Pt(111). The color code represents the intensity of the Bloch Spectral Function in
arbitrary units. The d-character of the different bands is identical for all subfigures and indicated
in one case.
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Supplementary Fig. S5: Influence of the substrate on the magnetic anisotropy of an
Fe0.75Co0.25 monolayer. Band structures along the high symmetry directions Γ¯-K¯-M¯-Γ¯ of the
two-dimensional Brillouin zone for the minority spin 3d-states of Fe0.75Co0.25 deposited onto (a)
Cu(111), (b) Ag(111), (c) Pt(111), and (d) Au(111). The monolayers are pseudomorphic to the
respective substrates. In-plane lattice constants aCo = 2.51 A˚, aCu = 2.55 A˚, aAg = 2.86 A˚,
aPt = 2.77 A˚, aAu = 2.88 A˚. Calculated magneto-crystalline anisotropies (a) Kmc = 0.62, (b) 1.20,
(c) 0.70, and (d) 1.54 meV/atom.
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Supplementary Fig. S6: Lateral Pd decoration followed by vertical Pd capping of
Co islands on Pt(111). (a - d) STM images (100 nm × 100 nm) of Co islands decorated with
increasing amounts of Pd deposited at Tdep = 250 K, (a) ΘPd = 0.04 ML, (b) 0.19 ML, (c) 0.33 ML,
and (d) 0.53 ML (Co core islands: first deposition ΘCo = 0.07 ML, Tdep = 150 K, second deposition
ΘCo = 0.10 ML, Tdep = 250 K). These figures show that the second layer Pd is mainly localized
above the Co cores, where it creates a vertical Co/Pd interface. (e) Experimentally observed
second layer Pd coverage as a function of the total Pd coverage compared with statistical growth
(full line). (f) The island density n, expressed in ML units, i.e., in islands per substrate atom, as
a function of Pd coverage. n is practically constant within the error bars, the first small decrease
is discerned only at the highest coverage of 0.53 ML. Horizontal error bars reflect the uncertainty
of the deposition flux, see also Methods. Vertical error bars represent the statistical error of n
resulting from the ensemble size, which is at least 10 (100 nm × 100 nm) STM images taken at
different sample regions for each Pd coverage.
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Supplementary Fig. S7: Excluding magnetic coalescence in Co/Pd islands. Thermal
width ∆T for the transition from blocking to superparamagnetic, normalized to the blocking tem-
perature Tb and plotted as a function of the Pd coverage ΘPd. ∆T/Tb is independent of ΘPd
excluding magnetic coalescence between neighboring Co island that can potentially be induced by
the lateral Pd decoration of the Co islands. Vertical error bars reflect the uncertainty of the posi-
tion and width of the χ′′(T ) peak. Horizontal error bars are due to uncertainties in the deposition
flux.
Supplementary Fig. S8: Excluding magnetic coalescence in Co-core Fe-shell islands
capped with a Pd monolayer. Simulated MOKE signal comparing two separated (blue) with
two coalesced islands (yellow) estimating the minimum signal enhancement expected if Pd capping
would induce coalescence. Each of the separated islands has size N and an anisotropy barrier
of 305 meV adjusted to lead Tb = 180 K, thus simulating the Co-core Fe-shell islands in Fig. 6
before Pd capping. A magnetically coalesced island pair has been simulated by a single island
of size 2N with an anisotropy barrier of 481 meV adjusted to lead Tb = 287 K, as in the Pd
capped Co-core Fe-shell islands of Fig. 6. χ′ peaks of the separated islands have been normalized
to 1 as in experiment. Magnetic moments per atom in both cases 2µB. The calculation shows an
enhancement of χ′ by a factor 1.3 by coalescence. This is at variance with the experiment showing
a decrease of χ′ by a factor 1.6. Note that this decrease does not become evident from Fig. 6 as
χ′ has been normalized to 1 before and after capping. The increase by 1.3 is independent of island
size N since χ′ of the separated islands is normalized. The factor of 1.3 is a lower bound, taking
induced Pd moments into account would further enhance the signal of the yellow curves. Therefore
magnetic coalescence in the experimental system shown in Fig. 6 can safely be excluded and hence
the Tb-enhancement reflects the properties of an ensemble of magnetically non-interacting islands.
Supplementary Discussion
Origin of anisotropy in alloy monolayers. The physical origin of the characteristic bell
shaped curve observed for the alloy anisotropy is revealed by a careful analysis of the spin- and k-
resolved density of states (DOS). We identify two concomitant causes, namely, spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) effects in the electronic structure, and modifications of the electronic structure due to alloy
formation.
Concerning the SOC, we consider the band structure of free-standing and Pt(111) supported
monolayers. The assumption of an infinite monolayer simplifies the discussion, however, the same
arguments do apply to the islands, for which the discretization of the electronic states is more
pronounced. The electronic states in the d band are described by eigenfunctions |k, nlm〉 with k
the electron wave vector and angular momentum l and its projection m. We are omitting the
spin index because the Stoner splitting between majority and minority band is large in a magnetic
monolayer. Thus we can assume the majority band as full and focus only on the minority band.
The spin-orbit splitting is highest for states |k, nlm〉 and |k, n′l′m′〉 degenerate or close in energy.
The energy difference generated by spin-orbit splitting between out-of-plane and in-plane magne-
tization is calculated using the spin-orbit Hamiltonian HSOC introduced in ref.
54. For degenerate
states the splitting in energy reaches the maximum of 2mξ = 〈nlm|HSOC|n′l′m′〉 for l = l′ and
m = −m′, or for l = l′ and m = m′ ± 1, for the magnetization pointing along or perpendicular to
the quantization axis z, respectively. SO-coupled states lying within the energy window EF ±mξ
will create so-called ’hot-spots’ at the Fermi level, i.e., regions in reciprocal space where SOC may
fully change the filling of the states between the two magnetization directions. This may create
a large difference in total energy, and thus the magneto-crystalline anisotropy, given by the sum-
mation over the k-space integrated contributions of the five d-orbitals. If both states are by more
than mξ above and below EF the change in total energy is small; the same is true if one state is
above and the other below EF, each by more than mξ.
This is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S4a showing the band structure for the minority spin
3d-states of a free-standing Co monolayer with in-plane lattice constant expanded to match that
of Pt(111). Several states cross the Fermi level. However, only the states marked with a red circle
give a high contribution to the MAE. In these ’hot spots’ the states having 3dxz and 3dz2 character
are hybridized when the magnetization is pointing out-of-plane (small gain in total energy) while
they are split above and below EF when the magnetization is pointing in-plane (large gain in
total energy). Therefore an in-plane easy axis is expected for this layer which we confirm by full
calculations of the magnetic anisotropy.
Substrate effect on anisotropy in alloy monolayers. Our finding that the maximum
in the MAE for the Fe0.75Co0.25 alloy composition in the fcc(111) monolayer is a consequence of
the broken hybridization of the in-plane 3dxy and 3dx2−y2 orbitals implies that it is less sensitive
to the electronic interaction with the substrate. We predict that the maximum MAE should be
observed for the system minimizing the broadening of the d−states due to hybridization with the
substrate as well as the band dispersion at EF and around Γ¯. From this point of view Pt is not
ideal as it has a quite large DOS at EF around Γ¯ leading to strong hybridization of the SOC ’hot
spots’ with the substrate. A better choice is represented by the noble metal substrates Cu(111),
Ag(111) or Au(111) which have negligible DOS at EF around Γ¯. The band structure of Fe0.75Co0.25
monolayers on these substrates is shown in comparison with Pt(111) in Supplementary Fig. S5.
Moreover, stretching the lattice constant results in a reduction of band dispersion. Consequently,
the best result of Kmc =1.54 meV/atom is calculated for Fe0.75Co0.25 on Au(111) (in-plane lattice
constants are aCo = 2.51 A˚, aAu = 2.88 A˚, and aPt = 2.77 A˚). In agreement with this prediction,
a small amount of Co in FexCo1−x alloy on Au(111) produces a reorientation of the magnetization
from in-plane for pure Fe to out-of-plane55. Compressing the monolayer structure to the lattice
constant of Cu(111) (aCu = 2.55 A˚,) increases the dispersion of the energy bands, resulting in a
reduction of the maximum MAE to 0.62 meV/atom (0.70 meV/atom in the case of Pt(111)), and
slightly shifts the maximum of Kmc to the Fe0.85Co0.15 composition. Note that these predictions are
for pseudomorphic alloy monolayers, whether such layers can be grown remains to be investigated
for each substrate.
Absence of magnetic coalescence in the Pd capped islands. RKKY or dipolar inter-
actions between neighboring islands may induce their concerted magnetic behavior before they
coalesce. Magnetic interactions have two effects on the magnetic properties of an ensemble of
nanostructures. They significantly increase the susceptibility χ and the relative thermal width
∆T/Tb of the transition from blocking to superparamagnetism. The first effect is seen, e.g., from
Fig. 4 of ref.47, where the χ peak of the coalesced islands has the same amplitude as the peak of
the non-coalesced ones, albeit the fact that the first are four times less abundant than the latter.
The second effect is evident from calculations showing that the susceptibility decays much slower
than 1/T for dipolar interactions, see Fig. 3 of ref.56. As a consequence, the imaginary part of the
zero-field susceptibility χ′′ gets asymmetric and therefore significantly increases its widths, even
when normalized to Tb.
Since capping with Pd also changes the amplitude of the MOKE signal, we have used the second
effect as sensitive indicator for the presence or absence of magnetic interactions. Taking ∆T the full
width at half maximum of χ′′, one finds for a monodisperse system that ∆T/Tb has a constant value
of ≈ 0.1, as one has ∆T = 2kBT 2b/E, with the energy barrier for thermal magnetization reversal
E = kBTb ln(ν0/f) = 21kBTb for our field sweep frequency f and typical prefactors ν0
23,57,58. For
a heterogeneous island ensemble, χ is the summation over the contribution of each island, weighted
by the square of the island magnetization. It is seen from Supplementary Fig. S7 that for our island
size distributions this leads to ∆T/Tb = 0.5± 0.1. This value is within the error bars independent
of Pd coverage, unequivocally excluding magnetic coalescence. Therefore the Tb-increase reported
in Fig. 5 is exclusively caused by the magnetic anisotropy induced by the vertical Co/Pd interface.
For the islands of Fig. 6 the induced moments in the Pd cap layer might also cause magnetic
coalescence. If several of the large islands were magnetically coupled and thermally reverse in a
concerted manner, this would significantly increase the susceptibility signal. A lower bound of the
expected increase is obtained when Pd atoms are assumed to have negligible magnetic moment,
but to couple neighboring Co-core Fe-shell islands into pairs. As seen from Supplementary Fig. S8
this increases the χ′ amplitude by 1.3 at variance with the Pd capping induced reduction by 1.6
observed in experiment, thus again excluding magnetic coalescence.
Supplementary Methods
Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations. The calculated magnetic anisotropies per island shown
in Fig. 3 have been derived by performing kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC) simulations of the experi-
mental island morphology in order to determine the coordination chemistry and number for each
constituent atom. Subsequently, the respective ab-initio values of their anisotropies have been
added up over all the atoms in the island. The quality of the resulting comparison between the-
ory and experiment depends on how accurately one can reproduce the experimental island sizes,
shapes, as well as their interline- and perimeter lengths. We outline how these simulations are done
and how optimum agreement between simulated and experimental island morphologies is achieved.
We first note that the islands have been grown at temperatures and deposition fluxes where
their densities and shapes are determined by kinetics rather than thermodynamics. This means
that the adatom diffusion barriers between two neighboring substrate lattice sites determine the
submonolayer morphology rather than the differences in binding energy between these sites. In
that case KMC simulations taking the substrate symmetry into account can accurately reproduce
experiment32. Agreement is easily achieved for island densities and sizes, since they only depend on
very few parameters. In our case of dimers being stable nuclei, these parameters are the attempt
frequency and energy barrier for terrace diffusion and the deposition flux. The attempt frequency
has been set to ν0 = 1.0× 1013 Hz for all diffusion processes, the flux to the respective values used
for growth and indicated in the figure captions, and the energy barriers for terrace diffusion have
been set for Pt and Co on Pt(111) to the experimental values of Em = 260± 3 meV59 and Em =
200 ± 10 meV48,60, respectively. For Fe diffusion on Pt(111) we determined Em = 220 ± 20 meV
for the present paper from the temperature dependence of the saturation island density61.
Island shapes and perimeter lengths are rather sensitive to the details of adatom diffusion around
islands. Our simulations distinguish corner and edge diffusion, with one, respectively, two in-plane
neighbors in the initial adatom site. In addition, opposing close-packed atomic steps that form
open {110} and close-packed {111} micro-facets, referred to as A- and B-steps, are distinguished
in the KMC-program, as diffusion along them has different barriers61–63. In order to enable the
simulation of bi-metallic core-shell islands, the code has been extended to include the deposition
and diffusion of a second atomic species48.
For Co/Pt(111) a first parameter set has been derived by optimizing the simulated island
shapes to give best agreement with experiment over a large interval of deposition temperatures.
This set has further been fine-tuned by comparing simulated and experimental perimeter lengths,
leading to Ecorner→A = Ecorner→B = 345 meV, EA→corner = 512 meV, EB→corner = 560 meV,
EA→A = 494 meV, EB→B = 530 meV. In accordance with the experimental observation of the
absence of nucleation on-top of islands, we enabled rapid interlayer diffusion by choosing a barrier
of only 10 meV for this process. As can be seen from inspection of the left hand panel of Supple-
mentary Fig. 1c, the agreement between experimental and simulated perimeter lengths as function
of coverage is excellent.
The edge diffusion barriers of Pt and Fe have been scaled by +25 % and +5 % with respect to the
Co values. This is close to the ratios of the terrace diffusion barriers and gives best agreement with
the experimental island shapes and perimeter lengths. For Co-core Fe-shell islands the experimental
and simulated perimeter lengths agree very well as seen on the right hand panel of Supplementary
Fig. S1c. Also the island shape shown in the inset corresponds very well to the islands shown in
the STM image Supplementary Fig. S1a.
The simulations, as well as STM images with chemical contrast, as the one shown in the inset of
Supplementary Fig. S1a, reveal that the Fe-shell width is inhomogeneous. This is caused by fewer
atoms reaching concave perimeter sections than outgrowing protrusions that see a larger solid angle
and thus receive more lateral adatom flux from the terrace, which can only partly be redistributed
along the edge due to limited edge diffusion32,64,65. For the shown case of Θs = 0.04 ML, 33 % of
the Co-core is not surrounded by Fe atoms, 45 % has an only 1 or 2 atoms wide Fe-shell, and the
remaining 22 % has a wider Fe rim attached to it. At 0.15 ML the Co core is entirely surrounded
by an Fe shell, as seen in the inset of Supplementary Fig. S1a. The KMC simulations also agree
with experiment for the Co-core Pt-shell islands that have inhomogeneous shell widths, too.
Therefore the simulations yield a realistic estimate of the abundance of atoms as function of
their lateral coordination chemistry and number. For most of these atomic configurations, our
ab-initio calculations provide magnetic anisotropy values. For the few cases where the atoms had
slightly different coordination number and chemistry we took the ab-initio values of configurations
coming closest to it.
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